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NAKOSHA

P.O. BOX 948 Merlynston,
Victoria, 3058.  Australia.
www.atour.com/aygv

Age: 9
Tennis club:
The Oak Park Tennis Club
Greatest tennis achievements so
far: Great Northern Leveller 2001
Overall Singles Winner, 9th – 11th

April 2001. Chosen to represent
Northern-suburbs.
Ambition:
To represent Assyrians in world
tennis.

Domar David �
the low-down

Article p. 3

T
his month Assyrians around the
world will celebrate the famous
Assyrian holiday they have
come to know as Kalu Sulaqa -
Syriac words that literally

translate to �Bride of the Ascension�.
This year�s event is especially significant as

it marks the 600th year anniversary of a
milestone that changed the course of Assyrian
history and defined the modern Assyrian
people.

The legend of Kalu Sulaqa tells of a young
Malik Shalita, governor of the Assyrian
homeland�s capital Mosul, who was first
noticed by Timurlaine after he had successfully
fought and defeated his initial attack on the
city.

The battle is then described as Assyrian
freedom fighters, both Christian and Muslim,
defended against the Mongolian attack.

It was during this time that, according to
legend, Malik Shalita�s wife  organised Assyrian
women dressed in white, and was given the
responsibility to collect provisions from the
nearby towns in order to feed the men fighting
at the front. Having heard of the fate that had
befallen their countrymen in Tikrit and
Mardin, they knew very well the fate in store
for them if they were to lose this battle. Instead
of running and hiding the women prepared
for the battle and joined the ranks of the
defenders against hopeless odds.

The historical account is in keeping with the
legend, as both describe a brutal battle of
attrition, in which both men and women joined
together and defended themselves against
Timurlaine�s attack. Malik Shalita and  his wife
- according to the legend dressed in white - are
recorded as having been killed in this fateful
battle.

The few survivors would have remembered
only a scene of carnage and bloodshed.u

KALU
SULAQA

Cont. p. 7

Article p. 4&5
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IRAQI CHRISTIANS TO HOLD PEACE
CONGRESS

(ZNDA:  Baghdad)  A congress for peace in
Iraq and the world will be held in Baghdad
from May 15, according to the Chaldean
church, the country’s leading Christian
denomination.  Senior religious figures from
abroad, including Muslims and Buddhists,
have been invited to the five-day meeting
which will hear of “the Church’s contribution
to bringing peace to the world, and
particularly to Iraq,” said His Holiness
Raphael Bidawid, Patriarch of the Chaldean
Catholic Church.
“At least 400 personalities have said they will
attend,” the Chaldean leader said, adding they
would also visit Christian sites in northern
Iraq.  The Chaldeans want to “remind public
opinion of the tragedy Iraq and its people are
living through,” because of international
sanctions in force since Saddam Hussein sent
his troops into Kuwait in 1990.  This will be
the fifth such congress the Chaldean
church has organized. The last
took place in 1999.
Over one million
Christians live in
Iraq among a
population of 22
million, a
majority of whom
are Chaldean
Catholics.

REPORT OF THE AUA
VISIT TO ARMENIA AND GEORGIA

(ZNDA: San Jose)  An official delegation of
the Assyrian Universal Alliance from the
United States visited the Republics of Arme-
nia and Georgia between April 20 and 27,
led by AUA Secretary General, Senator John
Nimrod.  They arrived in Armenia on April
20 where they were jubilantly welcomed by
the hospitable Assyrian families in Armenia,
the representatives of the Assyrian Associa-
tion of Armenia & the Assyrian Youth Center
of Armenia.
The AUA delegation included Senator John
Nimrod, AUA Secretary General; Mr. Carlo
Ganjeh, Assistant to Secretary General, and
Mr. Luther Alkhaseh, president of Assyrian
American Chamber of Commerce.

IRAQ SAYS STOLEN BABYLONIAN
RELIC ON SALE IN LONDON

(ZNDA:  Baghdad)  An ancient stone head
stolen from Iraq is on sale at a London
exhibition, an Iraqi official says.  “Interpol
has notified Iraq that it found a head made of
stone from a statue which dates back to the
Babylonian era on sale at an exhibition in
London,” acting head of Iraq’s Antiquities
Department, Mahmoud al-Qaissi said in the

Al-Ra’i weekly newspaper.  The report gave
no further details.
Iraq says 4,000 antiquities went missing in
the confusion that followed the 1991 Gulf
War. It believes many have already been sold
abroad.  Another Iraqi weekly said Iraqi
archaeologists have discovered a haul of
artifacts dating from the Sumerian period at
a site in Wassit province, 170 km (105 miles)
south of Baghdad.  The collection ranged
from pots to fired clay tablets, head of the
excavation team Salim Younis was quoted as
saying in the al-ittihad weekly newspaper.
“The clay tablets...show the earlier stages of
writing,” Younis said. He said they dated
from the third Ur dynasty and the Akkadian
era, which ended about 4,200 years ago.
Pottery toys, human and animal figures, jars
and cups made from pottery and copper, and
inscribed cylindrical seals were also
discovered.

ASSYRIAN CANDIDATE RUNNING
FOR NEW BRITAIN’S MAYORAL OF-
FICE

(ZNDA:  New Britain)  The city of New
Britain in the state of Connecticut is shaping
up to be a contest among serious candidates
for this year’s mayoral elections. While party
nominations are still months away, early
announcements signal a campaign that will
allow office seekers time to make themselves
known to the voters and engage in useful and
spirited debate on the issues.
Republican alderman Peter Oshana, an
Assyrian, got into contention early by
announcing in February his plan to seek
his party’s nomination. Mr. Oshana has
been elected twice to the common
council and will draw on that
experience during his campaign.
Two years ago, the Republicans had
ceded the race to incumbent
Democrat Mayor Lucian Pawlak until
Patrick J. Cloutier took the GOP ballot
spot through an eleventh-hour petition
process.
Other mayoral candidates in New Britain
are Peter C. Steele, a city parks
commissioner, and Mr. Pawlak, a three-
term incumbent.

BETH-MARDUTHO RELEASES 21
SYRIAC FONTS

(ZNDA:  New Jersey)  On May 3, Beth
Mardutho: The Syriac Institute (formerly The
Syriac Computing Institute) released its flag-
ship non-profit product Meltho, version 1.1.
The Meltho software contains twenty-one
professional Syriac fonts for the Windows
operating system.
The Meltho software allows users to create
Syriac documents and web pages under
Windows 2000 and Windows XP. It also
allows users to view documents created by
others under Windows 95/98/ME. The
software is available free of charge. The cost
of the production of the fonts was donated
by many generous institutions, foundations,
and individuals whose names appear on the
Meltho page.

Meltho fonts support the three
scripts Estrangelo, Serto

(West Syriac), and
East Syriac. The
supported languages
are Classical Syriac,
Sur i th /Swadaya,

Turoyo, Garshuni, and
Christian Palestinian

Aramaic. The fonts can be
used to create Word and

Publisher documents, web pages,
Power Point presentations, Access

database, emails, Graphics, and other types
of documents.
In the process of implementing Meltho, Beth
Mardutho was instrumental in the addition
of Syriac to Unicode, the international
standard for storing texts in many languages.
The institute provided free consultation to
Microsoft for adding Syriac support in the
Windows XP and Office XP products. The
Meltho fonts are the first Syriac fonts to
implement the new OpenType font
technology.
Users can download the free fonts from
www.bethmardutho.org.
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Who am I?
This is the first question usually
asked by most children upon
reaching awareness. This ques-
tion becomes a quest, for some,
and the answer they pursue for
the rest of their lives. Self-aware-
ness, however, can also be a
curse. The next step after self-
awareness is usually fright or
self-preservation, and human-
kind�s greatest fear- death.
Humankind usually focuses the
rest of their lives on vainly at-
tempting to avoid this inevitable
fate.
The ancient Egyptians and their
Pyramids are prime examples
of attempting to avoid the �in-
evitable�. Their fears of the �af-
terlife� were harnessed and
focussed in order to create one
of the seven wonders of the an-
cient world.
Our ancient Assyrian ancestors
were very different in that they
lived life. Every Assyrian has
heard the legendary story of
Gilgamesh. In the tale
Gilgamesh chases after eternal
life in the form of a magic plant,
which had power to renew life
and give youth and strength to
those who were old. The plant
is however snatched from his
grasp in the end, by the Earth
Lion. He later concludes that
the aim of life is to have good friends and simply
pursue happiness.
Man has since then created a myriad of religions
in a vain attempt to explain the unknown, as well
as provide a psychological crutch.
As for the Assyrians, after the fall of the Assyrian
Empire, the people of the Middle East adopted
different religions and cultures. Some adopted
Christianity, and its Jewish culture, whilst others
adopted Islam and its Arab culture.
Recent DNA tests, and the Melammu Project,
undeniably prove that the Assyrians did not disap-
pear after the fall of the Assyrian capital, Nineveh,
in 612 BC. The Assyrians simply changed their
names, and can today be seen in the same place
that their ancestors made famous - Iraq.
This paradigm shift may be a shock to some, but it
serves to remind us of the connection between our
ancient roots and our people in today�s world.
This is especially significant this month as we cel-
ebrate the 600th anniversary of Kalu Sulaqa. It is
exactly 600 years, to the day, that Malik Shalita, his
wife and the majority of the male and female de-
fenders of our homeland, lost the battle against
Timmurlane. The result of this battle helped usher
in a new Islamic religion and Arab culture, under
Mongolian rule, that would forever change the des-
tiny and identity of the Assyrian people and the
entire Middle East.
The very same Iraqi people, who today are still
being oppressed by U.N. sanctions, are our de-
scendents, and, as such, deserving of our consid-
eration.
I hope you take the time this month to commemo-
rate Kalu Sulaqa and remember the fate of our
people, both Christian and Muslim who today re-
main in Mesopotamia.n David Chibo

He is the overall singles winner of
the Great Northern Leveller
2001 and has been chosen from
over 50 clubs to represent the
Northern-suburbs this coming

August. He looks set to be seeded amongst
Victoria�s best. When we heard of an Assyrian
who has accomplished so much in tennis in so
short a time, at our interview we expected to meet
someone at least in his or her teens. Instead, we
were greeted at the door by Domar David, who
is touted by many to be our very own junior
Agassi. He is just nine.

Meeting with Domar and his father Joseph,
we heard just how he got to rise the ranks so
quickly and so early in life. Assyrians are well
known for being an inventive lot, and Joseph�s
improvised training techniques are nothing short
of inventive. Joseph didn�t believe in �breaking�
his son into tennis. In what can only be called
the tennis equivalent of �being thrown in at the
deep end�, Domar went straight to senior sized
racquets. �It�s good for the arms,� Joseph says.
�I taught him how to grasp the racquet using both
arms.� And with the racquet standing taller than
the diminutive 3-year old Domar (that�s when
he first picked up tennis) he had to learn how to
hold it properly!

�Everyone has their own unique way of train-
ing,� says Joseph, �and mine, I guess, could be
seen as a little unusual!� A little teddy bear would
serve as a �mini-target� for Domar to improve
the accuracy of his volleys. Each time he hit the
bear he would earn 10c. (A word of warning to
parents wanting to use the same motivational
strategy - we believe Domar almost sent his fa-
ther broke doing this). Small hoops through
which the balls were hit would similarly serve to
improve his aim. Tennis balls suspended from
long elastic bands were struck repeatedly to in-
crease stamina and concentration.

Wimbledon and the Davis Cup were his fa-
vourites. Domar would ask his father to wake
him up at two in the morning to watch the games.
�Only don�t tell mum,� he would mischievously
ask his father.

Domar David wins game, set and match�and it looks like nothing can stop
him. He now has his sights set on the world.

These early training sessions were to stand
Domar in good stead when, six months later, he
first attempted to join the Glenroy Tennis Club.
�Sorry, four is just too young for our club...� the
club manager told a disappointed Domar,
shaking his head. (Domar was actually three and
a half at the time). His father, however, was
confident. �Just give him a chance!� Joseph
insisted. After giving in and seeing Domar beat
boys twice his age, a surprised manager quickly
backtracked and exclaimed, �He�s just too good!�

And he hasn�t lived those words down yet.
Domar consistently beats boys almost twice his
age. At the age of five, he was quickly up-graded,
despite playing against 11-year olds. The next
step for this �pocket rocket� is to team up with a
select few others - chosen from amongst many
players from around fifty Northern-suburbs clubs
- to play against other districts around Melbourne.
This will almost certainly lead to tournament
level tennis where Domar will be seeded at a
state level. �At this stage, he is probably still just
a bit too young for that,� Joseph explained. �The
older guys are naturally faster. Within another
year at most, though, I reckon he will be at
tournament level, no worries!�

To get to that level, Domar�s training has had
to change a little since his early days. Balancing
school work and training must be tough for a
nine year old - 45 minutes to an hour Sunday
through �til Tuesday with a professional couch,
one and a half hours on Saturdays and Wednes-
days, followed by practice with his father on the
remaining days. This, along with the frequent and
necessary matches with other clubs, makes for a
busy schedule. Domar takes it all in his stride
though, just like any seasoned �pro� would. �I
love it all!� Domar enthuses. Domar is now with
the Oak Park Tennis Club, where he is in the A
reserve, playing amongst 16 to 17 year olds.

The last word goes to Domar. What are you
aiming for? we ask. �To be number 1� he states
confidently, �in the world!�

Nakosha looks forward to following this young
man�s bright tennis future.n

Dr. Sennacherib Daniel
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ssyrianism is not a word you will
find in any dictionary. Even
dictionaries on the �all-knowing�
Internet fail to produce
meaningful search results. But

the Syriac equivalent of Assyrianism -
Atourayoota- is a word familiar to most
Assyrians. What it means, though, varies from
person to person.

To some, it is a cultural link to an ancient
people who still survive to this day and have
maintained their traditions, cuisine, music,
dance and thoughts against seemingly
unbeatable odds. To others it is strongly linked
with religion. Whatever each individual�s
interpretations may be, few would deny the
importance of the common language as an
integral part of what it means to be Assyrian.
While speaking Syriac is not an automatic ticket
to Assyrianism, it is a vital part. There is no
master key to the cultural life of a people, the
saying goes, but language unlocks a vast treasure
house.

Being as important as it is to Assyrian identity,
it�s no wonder so much international effort is
going into the preservation of the language.
Schools have already been set up around the
world to combat the erosion of this precious
component of Assyrianism. In Bet-Nahrain, the
Assyrian Democratic Movement (known
colloquially as Zowaa) has already set up no
less than 32 schools teaching curricula entirely
in Syriac to over 7,000 students. Closer to home

here in Australia, the Assyrian Australian
Association established the Assyrian School in
Sydney in 1974 - the first of its kind in Australia.
The school�s beginnings were humble - 15
students and two teachers. Today, its 17
teachers instruct almost 400 students in
Assyrian. Sydney-
sider Assyrians plan
to officially open the
first Australian
Assyrian Primary
School - the St.
Hormizd Assyrian
School - by the year
2002. This will be the
first-ever full-time
fully Assyrian owned
school to ever be
opened in the
diaspora.

With the view of
establishing  more
r e l e v a n t ,
c o n t e m p o r a r y
Assyrian computer
classes, three
Melburnian Assyrians, David Chibo, Fraydon
Heskel and Sami Kamber, joined together and
worked to set up a new Syriac computer literacy
school, linked with the already well-established
St. George Assyrian Language School.

Over the last few years, Fraydon Heskel and
David Chibo increasingly felt that there was a

lack of Assyrian classes
teaching young children
Syriac computer literacy.
Towards the end of last
year, they decided to do
something about it. Sami
Kamber�s insurance
company supplied ten
computers, all free of
charge. Grants from the
Department of Education
were enough for a network
hub, the portable housing
the students and
computers, and to pay
various bills. Nakosha
magazine donated a
printer.

Once the basic, day-to-
day components of a
school were acquired, the
three men worked over
three short weekends to
synthesize the constituents
into a functioning
computer class. The
curriculum, based around

those used by Victorian schools to teach
English, is contemporary and relevant. �We
wanted the students to learn Syriac in a setting
that�s appropriate to their lives today,�said
David Chibo, � and not some outdated
curriculum. Teaching styles that use stories like

Mam Youkhana plishleh min dibba aren�t
exactly ones that students can relate to today!�
The case in point being today�s class, where
the teaching of Syriac was structured around
questions relating to health: teeth, dentists, tooth
decay, smoking and other topics pertaining to
well-being. It�s a case of killing two birds with
one stone - health education (or whatever the
topic of the day happens to be), learning Syriac
and learning to use it on the computer. O.K.,
that�s three birds.

�Teaching Syriac,� claimed Fraydon Heskel,
�shouldn�t focus just on grammar and syntax.
At the school we do that, but we also want to go
a little further and teach much broader, far-
reaching issues, so that they may be able to use
Syriac in a practical, social and humanistic
sense... something we need to be able to do if
Syriac is to survive beyond this century.� In
order to live up to these lofty goals, the school�s
curriculum - as mentioned earlier, based on
those used to teach English in Victoria - cover
such broad issues as drugs, peer group pressure,
dealing with anger, and human development.

One of the problems of Syriac as spoken by
many of us is that we use a limited �everyday�
vocabulary, and the ability to express ourselves
and complicated issues is difficult. Teaching
Syriac using the school�s unique approach will
allow students to express difficult concepts
more eloquently in their day-to-day lives, at the
same time gaining a wisdom independent of
learning the language.

The classes are a perfect example of first-
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lifanaj yuloh xed] vab;wUdaj jeninqayaj qaj heyyawutaj dxdaj
jwumtaj , hedka;j jatwrayoj gaw kl dwkaj dyunaj vmyuroj
g�wurboj y]unaj dfetjsyu medrfyatoj dmelptaj
dlifanaj, gaw boyt nehreyN gerbyaj dviraq bvwudranaj
dzewvaj dyumqra[ayaj jatwUrayaj qwurbaj tlatyuN
wtroyN medrfyatoj pyufoj yu]naj fwutjsoj qaj meqreytaj
dlifanaj jatwUrayaj jap zoj lejka;j gaw jetreN jwstrolyaj
fewtpwutaj jatwreytaj jwUstrlyeytaj fwutijs h]waj
lah lmedreftaj jatwreytaj mN fn]taj 4791 wbqajiM
sidnyu farwUyoj y]lah wqaj gahoj qedmeytaj medrftaj
jatwreytaj yawmeytaj rwufmeytaj hHy dbid feryaj
lpwulxanah mN fon]tj dbj]tayaj txwut fimaj
dmedreftaj drebeN hwumrmzyud .
vemaj veM djahaj fifltaj sidraj dkwUmpywuter qaj
melptaj dlifanaj jatwrayaj pyufaj y]loh fwutjisaj gaw
medrftaj dmary gyuwergyus dlifanaj jatwrayaj gaw
mdyun]taj dmilbwrN byecyupwutaj dtlataj vleymoj
samyu qember wdeyPyd fyubwu wPrydwN xezqyjoyl.
gaw djenoj troyN finoj j]xarayoj PreydwuN xezqyjoyl
wdeyPyd fyubw rviflh]wuN bjeninqaywutaj

dbmeplextaj dyalwpoj lkwumpywter blifanaj
jatwrayaj mN zvwurwuteyhy , ked jahaj xilmaj mcj
loh djatoj ljyutwutaj mN bat]r dbe;xtaj dvisraj
kwupywutaRoj mN fwutjasaj dkoj palix samy qember
gawah wbvedrentaj ddeyPyd wsamyu bydevteyhy
bjerdk;lwutaj dkwUmpywuter wPreydwuN byudevtoh
blfanaj jatwrayaj mcj lh]wuN djahaj sidraj jexyudanayaj
gaw medrfyatoj djatwrayoj gaw tob;yl djatoj
ljyutwutaj. hedka;j jeyaj fn]taj yalwpoj gaw medrftaj
y]lapaj y]naj [ba;vaj blifanaj jatwrayaj mN finoj dfeb;vaj
whel dma[yu lsidRoj mitqedmanoj , bdevtyud bid
yelpyu mteqnwutaj qaj prestaj dsper zebnoj
wmge;lyatoj wktabo;j dganeyhy , w jap zoj medrftaj
jyutlah seb;raj qaj d gaw devtyud hawoj xdaj )boyt
dreftaj( blifanaj jatwrayaj vel jintrnit.
jahaj fn]taj qaj medreftaj dmary gyuwergyus dlifanaj
jatwrayaj yulah xdaj fbe;rtaj gaw piclaj wtig;maj
dhwuloj dpyufoj y]naj mwuqryoj, ked medreftaj hemwUnoj
y]lah dlaj yehba;j qaj yalwpoj xed]kmaj mwudvwunyatoj
twurec memlalyoj bryuzoj jexk�yu jyunaj garig lifanaj

hawoj xed] micvaj qaj yehb;ltaj dxed] mindyu [aba;j qaj
percwpaj dyalwpaj wdfaqil xed] ywutranaj mN hHw
mlwujaj dy]liploh.  melpano/j dmedreftaj by]lipaj y]naj
gaw djahaj sidraj dkwUpywuter djak;y mhezryu lxwurzoj
dmeqreytaj, ked y]lapaj y]naj meplextaj dxwurzoj
dmteqnentaj wtergwUmoj y]naj hwuloj mN xwurzoj dpyufoj
y]naj mwutwbo;j qaj medrfyatoj yawmayoj gaw jwuxdanaj
dPktwUryaj. hedka;j ga�rwUboj y]lah medreftaj qaj
djesraj mlwujaj dmeqrytaj dlfanaj bxeywtaj
yawmeytaj dyalwpaj qaj [wuPsaj mlwujoj bwud
xwulmanaj bwud rvefyatoj , djak;y pelxit mN krebtaj
, xeylaj mN xeb;rawatoj dyunaj xed] vwumraj, kakoj ,
fwuxlapoj djatyu lpeg;raj jyumeN brataj yeN yalad]j
m[ayaj y]naj lfino/j dgmyurwutaj ginseytaj.
hemwnoj y]naj melpanoj dmedreftaj qaj dlifanaj jatwrayaj
bjahaj jwurxaj  bid hawoj loh mcEytaj dxeyoj lmitxaj
djahaj daraj , wjap zoj jahaj jwurxaj koj feb;qaj dlifanaj hawoj
rabaj qwurbaj nePfanajyut lyalwUpaj ,  wjeyK; dj]maraj y]loh
PreydwN xezwyujoyl )laj y]loh yalwpaj qaj tifmiftaj
dlifanaj jyunaj lifanaj yuloh qaj tifmiftaj dyalwpaj( .

P R O J E C T
rate delegation of tasks. David has a computer
engineering background and therefore can help
the class� computers run well; Sami has a
computer programming background and
helped instal the network; Freydon is proficient
in Syriac and ensures the language used is
grammatically correct.

�Who is the god Nabu?�  rabi (teacher) David
asked the students while they were punching
their Syriac font into the computers. The
quizzical looks gave away their lack of
knowledge. �He is the Assyrian god of writing,�
he continued (always in Syriac of course). �The
Assyrians held language so holy and sacred that
they believed it had a unique protecting god,
much like we have patron saints today.� And
we today hold the language so highly that an
Assyrian language project - an enterprise aiming
to create a contemporary curriculum catering
for beginners to year 10 students- is being called
the Nabu Project. �Ultimately,� David said,
�through the Project, we hope to enter Syriac
into Australian schools at the Year 11 and 12
levels.�

In the same vein of ambitious ventures like
the MelthoProject (see issue 27 of Nakosha)
the Nabu Project aims to have Syriac recognised
as a VCE subject, a task which requires certain
criteria to be fulfilled - �evidence of student

*VCE, for our non-Australian readers, stands for Victorian Certificate of Education, the certificate given on
completion of Year 12, the final year of high school (the final year equivalent of U.S. colleges).

demand for the subject [of which there will be
plenty, we are sure]; a scheduled program of
instruction for Years 7-10; evidence of
appropriate resources, including dictionaries,
to support the subject at VCE* level; evidence
of qualified and experienced teaching expertise;
evidence of qualified ... expertise to support..
the assessment of the subject. VCE assessment
requires the participation of five qualified
people who will not be teaching the subject�
(taken from Board of Studies� manager�s
correspondence to David Chibo).

The St George Assyrian Language School
will no doubt quickly outgrow its current small
location. With a large new hall under
construction, it�s hoped that one day young
Melburnian Assyrians will enjoy full-time
Assyrian schools like the ones in Bet- Nahrain
and Sydney.

The pessimists continually lament that we are
losing our language. And while our lingua franca
has always been the language of our �host�
countries, the optimists know that far from
losing our language, the flourishing of Assyrians
schools proves that we are forever strengthening
that cherished language.

Having seen the St George Assyrian
Language School in action, you can count me
in along with the optimists.n

Dr. Sennacherib Daniel
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w Female/24/USA, Los Angeles
u Government/Politics. Why? Interesting
to see how governments function, and what
is the most successful form of controlling a
society via laws and regulations.

w Male/17/Australia(Sydney)
u My favourite subject in High school was
3 unit Modern History. We studied the French
and Russian revolutions. It was something
that I will never forget solely for the fact
that the information in the course was
actually brain-
expanding
and I
r e a l l y
l e a r n t
a b o u t
t h e
mechanics
of what goes
into revolutions. It
was polit ically
inspiring. We also
did a lot on
revolut ionary
t h e o r y ,
problems and
i s s u e s ,
patterns and
stages, and
historiography.
A lot of the
things that I
learnt are
useful as they
could just as easily be applied to our nation
because �the people united will never be
defeated!�

w Female/46/Orginally from Kirkuk,
Iraq now in Stirling, Scotland
u My favourite subject in school back in
the day was religious education because we
were 5 Assyrian girls among 30 Muslim. And
because it was all about Mohamed and Islam
we had to leave the class giving us the
chance to gossip outside and do no work.

w Female/32/Australia, Melbourne
u Biology, and more specifically Genetics.
I enjoy this subject because it is an area of
science that delves in to the unknown and
unseen. Too small for the naked eye, DNA
was discovered in the �50s and changed the
way the world viewed reproduction and
evolution. It seems that any discoveries
made in this area are always going to
fascinate us. There will always, it seems, be

Caricature on Life

What was your favourite subject
at school and why?

more questions than answers. It boggles the
mind!

w Male/27/Sydney
u I would have to say Mathematics (It still
is!!). Although there would be more than
one method of working through a problem,
you always knew that you would come up
with the same result. Always! It was easy
because it was logical, it was simple because
it was understandable and, finally, it was fun

because it was always right. In Maths
there is a right and a wrong,

unlike most other subjects.
Therefore it was easier to

understand why your marks were what they
were. It was either right or wrong. Not �it�s
neither right or wrong�. To all the young
readers that don�t enjoy Mathematics I say
this: You will need it for the rest of your life.
Whatever you do!

w Female/35/North American
Continent.
u Well, as a high-school student which
seems to have been so long ago, two of my
favourite subjects were literature and ancient
history, and of course during the history hour
most of my questions and �battles� with the
teacher were over the wrong and
discriminating attitude of writers when the
subject matter was Assyria and Assyrians.
It seems that when we are passionate about
something it stays with us.
As to literature it was a subject that humbly
I can say was able to excel in and surpass

even the people whose native language was
literature given in, especially because to me
Assyrian was my mother tongue and the
other language was a second with English
being third.
Anyhow to make a long story short...whether
in high-school or later in life I think we tend
to carry with us the interest about subjects
and matters that we liked.
However, I wonder these days how many
teens are really interested in subjects that
we the generation before them were
passionate about?
All that we can see most of the time are
things that aren�t very much encouraging.

Anyhow as we
s a y :
�Reeshokhon
l e h
mamreeyaneh�.
I wish you all
the best and
by the way
just a
s u g g e s t i o n
could the

Assyrian Youth Group
include us, the old
timers : )

w Male/46/San
Diego, California -

U S A
u Maths. Why? Because it is so logical and
it makes it easy to solve any problem.

w Female/23/Chicago,Illinois
u My favourite subject in high school was
history. I chose history for several reasons.
I enjoy having knowlege about the past.
I also care much about knowing how our
people (Assyrians) were the first to conquer
the world.

Caricature on Life is a question-based opinion
survey of Nakosha’s worldwide Internet readers.
Readers are sent a question upon the Internet
publication of  Nakosha. Besides making minor
spelling corrections, our readers’ responses are
left as raw as possible in order to allow a platform
for the expression of their thoughts. Anyone
interested in responding to questions posed on the
Caricature on Life section can e-mail their details
to nakosha@hotmail.com.
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The Assyrian historian Arsanous
states that the young boys and
girls represent the dead young
men and women who ascended

to heaven because they died for the cause of
Christianity and in defence of their homeland.
The tragic nature of the 1401 event had left
such a indelible impression on the minds of
the survivors that they remembered the final
battle and have honoured the memory of the
fallen by re-enacting the camaraderie of the
Assyrian men and women who died
defending their homeland.

There are many traditional practices that
Assyrians observe when celebrating Kalu
Sulaqa (Ascension Day). Most commonly, in
Hakkari, prior to the First World War, girls
in each village would gather and choose the
prettiest one among them to be the Kalu d-
Sulaqa / Kaltho d-Suloqo (the Bride of the
Ascension) for that year. She would be
dressed in a traditional Assyrian wedding
costume and then paraded around the village
singing and asking for gawzeh w-kishmeesheh
/ yabeesheh (walnuts and raisins), which they
would then share amongst themselves in a
feast held afterwards in honour of the �bride�.

After Timurlane�s capture of Mosul and other cities
in Mesopotamia, and the innumerable atrocities which
were committed by his soldiers in the city, a large section
of the Christian Assyrians who managed to escape, fled
for their lives to the Hakkari mountains (present day
Eastern Turkey) and districts near Mosul. The
remaining Assyrians in Iraq gradually blended with their
Muslim country-men and gradually followed the
religious customs enforced by their Mongolian
conquerors and converted to Islam en masse, losing
their unique identity. This event was a turning point
for Assyrians in the acceptance of Islam, its Arab culture
and the subsequent loss of identity by the surviving
Assyrians. Although Assyrians adopted the Judeo-
Christian culture, they remained the only descendants
of the ancient Assyrians to maintain any semblance of
the ancient Assyrian identity.

These same people, responsible for retaining the
Assyrian culture, traditions and language were to be
secluded in isolated mountainous pockets throughout
the Middle East, awaiting the coming of Western
missionaries in the 19th century.

The historical account - as well as the legend - should
be appreciated in order to understand the significance
and origins of this special holiday. Kalu Sulaqa is a
milestone in the history of the Assyrian people and when
fully understood explains in part the current dilemma
surrounding our identity.

David Chibo

References
 �History of Assyria�, Menasha Ameri

Assyrians would celebrate this day like any
other Shahra / Shahro, with music, dancing,
food and drink - but also a few differences.
Apart from the little girls dressed as brides
there was also a peculiar custom practised by
Assyrians living in Hakkari, whereby ropes
were tied to strong branches of large trees
common to that district. After this was done,
all those present would attempt to climb one,
and any not doing so would mean bad luck
for them, while anyone reaching the end of
the rope and the branch would have the best
of luck for the coming year. This was done to
represent the Ascension of Christ into Heaven
and the eventual resurrection of the dead and
final judgement. This custom is seldom
practised today apart from certain areas in the
northernmost extremities of Iraq.

In Urmi, on the other hand, it was
customary for the little girls in the villages to
dress as brides and when �doing their rounds�
of their villages would also ask for pennies or
trinkets - although this is only a reflection of
the generally greater wealth of the Assyrians
in the plains of that region.

It is also said that the very same custom was
used during fierce battles. Young girls, dressed

from p.1

KALU SULAQA  -
CUSTOMS & TRADITIONS

as brides, were ordered to take provisions to
the men fighting on the battlefield. Their
mothers, knowing that they may never return,
used this custom to instill courage in their
young daughters.

In Syria young girls and boys would join
together and form a couple, dressed as bride
and a groom, and then go from door to door,
singing. They were usually rewarded, not with
money or candy, but rather people would give
pirdha (wheat), rice, fruits, and so on, then at
the end the children would go out to a field to
cook and eat what they had collected on the
day.

This custom, peculiar to members of the
Church of the East and the Chaldean Catholic
Church, survives in these communities
worldwide and is always marked by a party,
often women only!

It is also a new custom to hold a mock
wedding reception. It is held just like any other
traditional Assyrian wedding reception -
khigga, slow dance, dinner, cake and all, the
only difference being that the Bride, Groom,
Best-Man and Matron-of-Honour are all
young girls!n

Nicholas Aljeloo
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The Assyrian Youth Group of Victoria is a non-
political, non-religious and non-profit
organisation.
It seeks to promote the Assyrian culture,
history and language, as well as the Assyrian
name and community, bringing it to the world
stage.

AYGV
P.O. BOX 948 Merlynston, Victoria, 3058.  Australia.

nakosha@atour.com - www.atour.com/aygv
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PH.13.17.60
24 HR SERVICE

497 Plenty Rd.
Preston, Vic. 3072
Phone: (03) 9471 2655 Fax: (03) 9471 2699
Mobile: 0414 474 000
Email: service@batteryworld.com.au
www.batteryworld.com.au

BATTERY WORLD PRESTON
Independently owned and operated by
Michael Younan

Michael & Simon Younan
Managers

Send donations to
PO Box 1032 Valley Plaza,  Green
Valley,Sydney, NSW 2168, Australia.

Fax:........... 61 2 9755 7571

E-mail: ....... arfaus@hotmail.com

Assisting Assyrians
where ever they are...

N I N E V E H
G A L L E R Y
Walk through the ancient palaces of the greatest of Assyria�s kings.
View the bas reliefs depicting ceremonial rituals, hunting and war
scenes carved over 2600 years ago. A full historical record of the

Assyrian kings as well as a decsription of each image are provided in
both English and Assyrian.

Price: $35AUS + $5 p&h - for further info contact the AYGV

Assyrian Relief Fund

www.zindamagazine.com
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